Synergy Jobs is a registered Microsoft Dynamics Partner. Along with ERP consulting, we’ve been
specialising in the recruitment of Microsoft Dynamics Resources for the past twenty (20) years. Please
check out our website for all our offers and contact details. www.synergyjobs.co.za
Microsoft’s compelling transition offers to Dynamics 365 are still applicable and no expiry date set as
at Aug 2017.

MS Dynamics 365
MS Dynamics ERP going online is a significant announcement for Microsoft Dynamics and ERP in
general and will have its place in the South African ERP realm of needs and application. It also shows
just how far the Microsoft has evolved in thinking about its Dynamics business in context of the
entire portfolio for Microsoft.
Underlining the announcement, Microsoft also demonstrated their commitment to the South
African and African market by announcing the launch of Azure Cloud datacentres. Read full article
here: https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2017/05/18/microsoft-deliver-microsoft-cloud-datacentersafrica/#sm.00001p03x9221nexnu6d3ep1q3ssk
Dynamics 365 has two options: Business Essentials and Enterprise.
•
•

Business Essentials is a combination of MS Dynamics NAV and MS CRM functionality.
Enterprise is a combination of MS Dynamics AX and MS CRM functionality

Difficulties in deciding between a on-premise installation and cloud
computing?
Pros: When Cloud Computing Makes Sense
The following are some of the most compelling reasons why cloud computing may make sense for
your business:
•

No Server Maintenance – You no longer have to manage your own hardware and software.
This opens up office space, eliminates maintenance costs, and reduces electricity use.

•

Reduced Costs - When you have your application running in the cloud, the IT staff doesn’t
have to worry about servers, networking and operating system software support. Those
things are being taken care of by the cloud provider.

•

Improved Cash Flow - When deploying a large system on-premise that requires multiple
servers and software, a large, up-front capital outlay is also required. When using a cloud,
normal charges are billed on a monthly basis as an operating expense rather than a capital
expense. This improves a company’s cash flow.
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•

Mobile Computing Made Easier - Most companies have complicated security protocols but
with the cloud access, authorizations are taken care of effortlessly.

•

Superior Integration with Other Systems – The cloud was purposefully designed for easy
interoperability, which adds the option for current or future usage of additional products.

•

Faster Implementation – Cloud ERP solutions are managed and hosted by the vendor
therefore you do not need to set up or install any hardware or software.

•

Data Back-Ups – As opposed to the horrible risk of crashing your in-house server(s) and
losing data, third-party hosted ERP clouds have redundancy. That means that your data is
copied to at least two locations, so if one fails you still haven’t lost anything.

Cons: When On-Premise Works
In some instances, an on-premise ERP deployment may be right for your company. Let’s explore
some reasons why:
•

Total cost of ownership (TCO) - Paying a low monthly subscription for software certainly
helps a company’s cash flow. However, over the long term, the software can become more
expensive.

•

Outside risks - When software is hosted on-premise, everything resides within your
company walls. When it is hosted in the cloud, the cloud provider has access to and control
of the hardware and software. Before selecting a cloud-based service provider, evaluate and
set the level of control in the service level agreement.

•

Data control - Having an on-premise solution may make sense when you need to keep
sensitive or regulated data local.

•

Internet Connectivity – When your company is based in a remote area or is struggling with
internet connectivity and can’t guarantee an 100% uptime then it is best to invest in a onpremise installation.
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Customer Source Link: https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/global/news-events/newsevents/news/MicrosoftDynamics365
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